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The performance of adaptive systems that consist of microscale on-chip elements !microelectromechanical
mirror "#-mirror$ arrays and a VLSI stochastic gradient descent microelectronic control system% is
analyzed. The #-mirror arrays with 5 & 5 and 6 & 6 actuators were driven with a control system
composed of two mixed-mode VLSI chips implementing model-free beam-quality metric optimization by
the stochastic parallel perturbative gradient descent technique. The adaptation rate achieved was near
6000 iterations!s. A secondary "learning$ feedback loop was used to control system parameters during
the adaptation process, further increasing the adaptation rate. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Microelectromechanical system "MEMS$ technology
is a promising solution for resolving several obstacles
that adaptive optics has faced during the past decade:
system complexity, high cost, and difficulties in ex-
tending the spatial resolution of wave-front-
aberration correction. From a MEMS point of view,
adaptive optics is an important and challenging ap-
plication that takes full advantage of the unique fea-
tures of micromachined technology such as the ability
to fabricate thousands of microscale mechanical ac-
tuators and optical elements "including lenses, la-
sers, and sensors$ on a single silicon chip and the
potential integration of this micromachined optical
bench with control circuits and imaging sensors.1–3

Combined efforts in both adaptive optics and
MEMS technologies can lead to the development of

affordable, high-resolution, fast microscale inte-
grated adaptive-optics systems. Despite clearly out-
lined goals, the transition to MEMS-based adaptive
optics is not a simple matter of replacing a conven-
tional deformable mirror with an advanced microma-
chined mirror !or microelectromechanical mirror "#
mirror$%.

A number of groups of researchers are now in-
volved in developing micromachined adaptive
mirrors.4–10 Unfortunately, newly developed # mir-
rors are not often available for examination in actual
adaptive-optics systems, and this makes comparing
the performance of these devices difficult. Also, we
have learned that MEMS-based adaptive optics is
rather expensive. In most cases micromachined
mirrors are unique, and only the possibility of mass
production promises to bring down the cost of such
mirrors; no one expects that # mirrors will soon be as
popular and in such demand as car airbag MEMS
sensors.

There are also more fundamental problems related
to the integration of MEMS and adaptive-optics tech-
nologies. Assume that high-resolution, good optical
quality, inexpensive micromachined mirrors are
available. Is conventional adaptive optics ready to
accept these #-mirror innovations, leading to an en-
tire adaptive system with high resolution, low cost,
and small size? With traditional adaptive-optics ap-
proaches the transition to MEMS-based high-
resolution wave-front control will require the
development of small, high-resolution wave-front
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sensors and corresponding microscale phase-
reconstruction computational hardware. This can-
not be easily achieved with existing wave-front
sensing techniques. Thus the arrival of high-
resolution #-mirror arrays demands the development
of new MEMS-friendly adaptive wave-front control
techniques.

Among recent adaptive wave-front control algo-
rithms the stochastic parallel gradient descent opti-
mization technique is perhaps the most promising for
MEMS-based adaptive optics.11–14 This algorithm
does not require wave-front sensing and provides
compact, low-power, scalable to high-resolution hard-
ware implementation in a VLSI adaptive controller
interfaced "or potentially integrated$ with microma-
chined mirror arrays. Such a VLSI adaptive con-
troller "e.g., the AdOpt control system15$ has been
developed and used in recent experiments with a
127-element liquid-crystal phase modulator and a 37-
control-channel continuously deformable micromach-
ined mirror.16

The AdOpt control system architecture is ideal for
evaluation of MEMS-based adaptive optics. Be-
cause stochastic parallel gradient descent control is
model free and independent of #-mirror characteris-
tics, different types of micromachined mirror device

can be examined by use of the same adaptive system
configuration. The high operational rate of the
VLSI controller "up to 200 kHz$ well exceeds the dy-
namic range of all existing # mirrors, which makes
the entire adaptation rate dependent only on the dy-
namic properties of the micromachined mirrors.

We begin this paper with an attempt to proceed
with MEMS-based adaptive optics through the incor-
poration of recently developed micromachined mirror
arrays and VLSI microelectronic control systems.
Here we analyze and compare the performance of
what are to our knowledge the first adaptive systems
composed only of microscale on-chip elements:
#-mirror arrays and a VLSI stochastic gradient de-
scent microelectronic control system.

2. Microelectromechanical Mirror Arrays
Photographs of the micromachined mirror arrays
used in the experiments described below are shown in
Figs. 1"a$–1"e$. For adequate comparison of
adaptive-system performance we carried out the
closed-loop experiments with #-mirror arrays that
had approximately the same numbers of elements.
These mirrors are the 5 & 5 element tip-tilt control #
mirror developed at Boston University "the BUtt mir-
ror$ in Fig. 1"a$ and two types of 6 & 6 element

Fig. 1. Microphotographs of micromachined mirror arrays used in the experiments: "a$ BUtt segmented membrane tip-tilt mirror with
4 & 4 elements "5 & 5 actuators$,5 "b$ MOz piston-type mirror array with zig-zag spring, "c$ MOs piston-type mirror array with spiral
spring,6 "d$ BU12 12 & 12 actuator tip-tilt mirror array, "e$ UC piston-type 12 & 12 mirror array,7,17 "f $ OKO continuous-membrane mirror.8
MO and UC mirrors are shown without lenslet arrays. Photographs of magnified mirror elements are shown at the bottom right in "a$–"e$.
Mirror array structural elements are marked by capital letters: M, mirror elements; S, spring "flexure$; and P, actuator post. Both BUtt

and BU12 are made without a metallic reflecting coating and thus the polysilicon membrane surface is partially transparent.
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piston-only control mirror made by MEMS Optical,
Inc. "the MOz and MOs mirrors$ shown in Figs. 1"b$
and 1"c$. The BUtt mirror in Fig. 1"a$ is composed of
a segmented silicone membrane supported by an un-
derlying array of electrostatic parallel-plate actua-
tors "posts$ located at the mirror element corners.
The mirror surface contains the print-through pat-
tern that is visible in Fig. 1"a$. The MOz and MOs
mirrors in Figs. 1"b$ and 1"c$ have differently shaped
springs S holding mirror elements M: zigzag for the
MOz and spiral-shaped for the MOs mirrors.

We also examined "in an open-loop system only$ the
characteristics of two 12 & 12 mirror arrays devel-
oped at Boston University !tip-tilt-type BU12 mirror
in Fig. 1"d$% and of one from the University of Colo-
rado at Boulder !piston-type UC mirror shown in Fig.
1"e$% and a 37-electrode micromachined deformable
mirror from OKO Technologies !Fig. 1"f $%. To in-
crease the fill factor and partially overcome problems
related to the optical quality of the mirror surfaces we
used all mirror arrays except the BU # mirrors and
the OKO mirror with a lenslet array attached to the
#-mirror chip. The experiments showed that a len-
slet array composed of short "6-mm or less$ focal-
length lenses introduces additional phase distortions
"defocus and spherical aberrations$ that cannot be
compensated for by the adaptive system itself. In
addition, use of the lenslet array typically provides a
fill factor of less than 75% and requires rather precise
adjustment, to ensure 90° illumination of the mirror
surface.

The interference and focal-plane intensity patterns
presented in Fig. 2 illustrate the optical quality of the
micromachined mirrors in the absence of applied
voltages. The elements of the BUtt mirror array in
Figs. 2"a$ and 2"b$ display the presence of a rather
strong unwanted curvature. In the more-recent #
mirror !BU12 mirror in Figs. 2"c$ and 2"d$% this cur-
vature was almost completely eliminated by ion-
induced compression of the mirror surface. The
typical interference and focal-plane intensity pat-
terns of the MOs mirror with the lenslet array in Figs.
2"e$ and 2"f $ display the presence of severe wave-
front aberrations that result from the optical quality
of both the mirror surface and the lenslet array. The
MOz mirror with the lenslet array had an optical
quality similar to that shown in Figs. 2"e$ and 2"f $.

Typically, #-mirror electromechanical characteris-
tics are described in terms of voltage-deflection
curves "the dependence of the actuator’s deflection on
applied voltage$.5,18 For analysis of the adaptive
system based on performance metric optimization de-
scribed below, it is more appropriate to use a different
characteristic, which we call Strehl ratio sensitivity
curves. We estimated the electromechanical char-
acteristics of the #-mirror elements by measuring the
dependence of Strehl ratio "St$ on voltages uj " j '
1, . . . , N$ applied to various #-mirror electrodes "N is
the number of actuators$. The Strehl ratio is de-
fined as St"uj$ ' P"uj$!P0, where P"uj$ and P0 '
P"uj ' 0$ are optical power values measured inside a
50-#m pinhole placed in the focal plane of a lens with

focal length F ' 15 cm "Fig. 3$. Results of the Strehl
ratio measurements are presented in Fig. 4 for MOs
and for BUtt mirror chips for three different actuator
locations. For the piston-type MOs mirror the de-
pendencies St"uj$ are periodic functions !Fig. 4"a$%
with approximately equal-amplitude maxima that
correspond to 2( rad phase shifts. As can be seen
from Fig. 4"a$, the mirror stroke depends on the ac-
tuator’s location and varies from )1.27 #m "3.75 (
phase shift$ for the corner element to 1.5 #m for the
actuator located in the mirror center. The Strehl
ratio sensitivity curves for the tip-tilt mirror array
"BUtt mirror$ presented in Fig. 4"b$ are quite different

Fig. 2. "a$, "c$, "e$ Mirror surface interference patterns and "b$, "d$,
"f $ corresponding far-field intensity distributions with no applied
voltages for "a$, "b$ the BUtt mirror, "c$, "d$ the BU12 mirror, and "e$,
"f $ the MOs mirror with a diffractive lenslet array "e, f $.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup for Strehl ratio mea-
surements.
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from the corresponding curves for the piston-type
mirror !cf. the curves in Figs. 4"a$ and 4"b$%. These
curves are also periodic with 2( rad phase shifts
between local maxima, but, Fig. 4"b$ shows, the am-
plitude of the Strehl ratio local maximum decreases
with an increase in the actuator displacement. The
dependence of the sensitivity curve on actuator loca-
tion is more pronounced for the tip-tilt mirror than
for the piston-type mirror in Fig. 4"a$. Spatial non-
uniformity in the actuator sensitivity and the presence
of local maxima complicates control-system design, es-
pecially if the corresponding # mirror is used in a
phase-conjugation-type adaptive optical system.19

A technique similar to the one described above was
used for evaluation of the #-mirror elements’ dy-
namic characteristics. In the scheme in Fig. 3 a
small-amplitude probe voltage u"t$ ' a sin"*t$ + a0
was applied to a single #-mirror actuator, where a
and v are the ac component amplitude and frequency,
respectively, and a0 is an offset voltage. The mea-
sured dependencies of Strehl ratio amplitude St"*$ on
frequency * "Strehl ratio resonance curves$ are shown
in Fig. 5 for several #-mirror types. The first reso-
nance was observed at frequencies *0 " 2 kHz for the
OKO mirror, *0 " 5.3 kHz for the MOs mirror, and *0
" 5.8 kHz for the MOz mirror. For both the BUtt
and the UC mirrors the observed dependencies St"*$
had no resonance peaks within the examined fre-
quency bands of 100 and 20 kHz, respectively. The
BUtt mirror chip displayed relatively uniform dy-
namic characteristics within a frequency bandwidth
of )10 kHz. The major characteristics of the # mir-
rors that we examined are summarized in Table 1.

Based on the previous analysis, the following #
mirrors were chosen for closed-loop experiments with
the microscale "MEMS–VLSI$ adaptive system: the

tip-tilt type 5 & 5 mirror array from Boston Univer-
sity "BUtt mirror$ and two piston-type 6 & 6 mirror
arrays from MEMS Optical, Inc. "the MOs and MOz
mirrors$. The rationale behind this choice is as fol-
lows: The BUtt mirror chip provides the best dy-
namic operational range among the # mirrors
examined, but it cannot be interfaced directly with
the AdOpt VLSI controller in its present form, fabri-
cated in a standard complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor process. The output control voltages
from the VLSI controller chips are within the range of
,5 to +5 V. These voltages are not sufficiently high
to drive the BUtt mirror array. As can be seen from
the sensitivity curves in Fig. 4"b$, the BUtt mirror
requires an )200-V control voltage range to provide
a 2( phase shift. For this reason amplifiers with
output voltages in the range 0–300 V were used to
interface the BUtt mirror with the VLSI controller.
The set of 26 amplifiers developed at Boston Univer-
sity was built onto one 6.5- & 4.5- "16.51 cm & 11.43
cm$ board. The need for external high-voltage am-
plifiers is highly undesirable for the future develop-
ment of high-resolution microscale adaptive systems.
From this point of view the low-voltage MO and UC
mirrors have the obvious advantage "unless high-
voltage amplifiers are integrated onto the MEMS
chip$: both of these mirrors can be interfaced with
the VLSI controller directly to form a microscale
adaptive system.

In the closed-loop experiments with MO mirrors an
additional constant "offset$ voltage u0 was applied to
the mirrors’ common electrode to permit direct inter-
facing of the VLSI controller with the MOs mirror
array. With the offset voltage u0 ' ,25 V, the MOs
mirror operated with input control voltages that
ranged from 20 to 30 V and provided an approxi-
mately 4( wave-front phase shift !see the sensitivity
curves in Fig. 4"a$%. For the MOz mirror an offset
voltage of ,10 V was sufficient to provide a phase
shift near 3.5(, with the control voltage ranging from
5 to 15 V.

Fig. 4. Dependence of Strehl ratio on voltage applied to a single
actuator for "a$ the MOs and "b$ the BUtt mirrors. Strehl ratio
sensitivity curves 1, 2, and 3 correspond to three actuator locations
within the mirror array, as shown at the bottom left "M is a mirror
element; P is an actuator post$.

Fig. 5. Strehl ratio resonance curves for the micromachined mir-
rors examined. Resonance curves for OKO, UC, MOs, and MOz

mirrors are shown in linear scales and the BU mirror on a loga-
rithmic frequency scale.
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3. Microscale MEMS–VLSI Adaptive System

A. Experimental Setup

A schematic of the microscale VLSI–MEMS-based
adaptive system is shown in Fig. 6. Key system el-
ements include a micromachined mirror, a VLSI con-
troller, and a photodetector, as presented in Fig. 7.
The expanded input laser beam from the semiconduc-
tor laser ". ' 0.69 #m$ with a diameter of )8 mm was
split into two equal parts by beam splitter BS1 "Fig.
6$. Reference mirror M and micromachined mirror
#–M formed an interferometer that was used to vi-
sualize the wave-front phase pattern in the plane of
camera CCD1. An imaging system composed of
lenses L1 and L2 formed a magnified image of the
#-mirror surface at the camera chip. The wave re-
flected from the # mirror was focused by lens L1 and
beam splitter BS2 onto the plane of the 50-#m pin-
hole. To prevent the reference beam from entering
the pinhole we slightly tilted the reference mirror.
The laser beam’s power inside the pinhole was mea-
sured with a photodetector, and the photodetector’s
output voltage was used as the adaptive system’s
performance metric "beam-quality metric$ J. This
beam-quality metric is proportional to the previously
defined Strehl ratio St and depends on voltages /uj0
applied to the #-mirror electrodes: J ' J"u1, . . . ,
uN$, where N ' 25 for BUtt and N ' 36 for MO
mirrors. Accordingly, maximization of beam-
quality metric J is equivalent to Strehl ratio maxi-
mization. Lens L3 and beam splitter BS3 were used

to magnify the image of the laser beam’s intensity
distribution in the plane conjugate to the pinhole.
This intensity distribution was registered by camera
CCD2. Iris diaphragm D placed in the focal plane of
lens L1 was used as a low-pass spatial filter to cut off
the higher-order spectral components that resulted
from laser beam diffraction off the periodic structure
of the #-mirror array.

B. VLSI Feedback Controller

Adaptive feedback control of the #-mirror arrays was
achieved with VLSI implementation of the parallel
stochastic perturbative gradient descent algorithm
"AdOpt control system architecture$.15,16 The VLSI
controller performed iterative parallel computation
"upgrade$ of control voltages /uj0 applied to the
#-mirror electrodes, leading to maximization–
minimization of the externally supplied performance
metric J. A single AdOpt chip provided parallel up-
dates for 19 output-control signals. Correspond-
ingly, two AdOpt chips were enough to control the
micromachined mirror arrays used in the experi-

Fig. 6. Schematic of the microscale adaptive-optics system based
on the AdOpt VLSI controller and micromachined mirrors used in
the experiments.

Fig. 7. Photograph of the key elements "VLSI controller board, #
mirror, and photodetector$ of the microscale adaptive-optics sys-
tem based on stochastic parallel gradient descent optimization.
The VLSI controller board comprises 7 AdOpt chips and can pro-
vide control of as many as 133 channels. The U.S. quarter coin at
the bottom right is used to indicate the scale.

Table 1. Parameters of the !-Mirror Chips Used in the Experiments

Mirror Type of Motion
Number of
Actuators

Mirror
Element Size Actuator Pitch

Actuator
Voltage

Range "V$
Stroke
"#m$

Resonance
Frequency

MOz Piston 36 160 #m 500 #m "rectangular$ 0–15 0.7 5.8 kHz
MOs Piston 36 100 #m 500 #m "rectangular$ 0–30 1.1 5.3 kHz
UC Piston 128 "36 used$ 74 #m 250 #m "rectangular$ 0–11 0.9 Not observed
BUtt Tip-tilt 25 242 #m 250 #m "rectangular$ 0–300 0.9 Not observed
OKO Continuous

membrane
37 12-mm active

aperture
1.75 mm "hexagonal$ 0–210 6 "center$ 2 kHz "1st peak$
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ments. The VLSI controller requires both analog
and digital externally supplied control signals gener-
ated by a desktop PC with two analog–digital input–
output cards "ComputerBoards CIO-DAS1602!12$.
The computer generated the timing signals, con-
trolled measurements of beam-quality metric J, and
updated the algorithm parameters. Controlling the
VLSI system parameters permitted implementation
of a secondary control-loop system designed to modify
the algorithm parameters during the adaptation pro-
cess to increase its convergence rate "see Subsection
4.D below$. Using a computer to control the AdOpt
system was convenient for analysis of system perfor-
mance. In actual microscale systems the computer
can be replaced by a microcontroller integrated on the
AdOpt board.

As an illustration of VLSI controller operational
principles, consider the simplified timing diagram
shown in Fig. 8. A single iteration cycle of the con-
trol voltage’s update at the nth iterative step consists
of the following phases:

"1$ A clock signal from the computer board is applied
to the VLSI controller digital input at the moment t '
t0. This signal activates on-chip generation of an un-
correlated pseudorandom parallel stream of coin-flip
signals "perturbations$ /1uj

"n$0 that have identical am-
plitudes #1uj

"n$# ' ( and a Bernoulli probability distri-
bution P!1uj

"n$ ' +(% ' 0.5 for all j ' 1, . . . N and all
n. These perturbations are applied in parallel to the
VLSI system’s output electrodes interfaced directly
with the micromachined mirror electrodes "for MOs
and MOz mirrors$ or through amplifiers "for the BUtt
mirror$. Voltage perturbations result in a variation
in the laser beam power inside the pinhole and hence

in a variation of the photodetector’s output voltage
that corresponds to beam-quality metric J. The per-
turbed beam-quality metric value J+

"n$ ' J!u1
"n$ +

1u1
"n$, . . . , uN

"n$ + 1uN
"n$% is measured at the moment

t1 ' t0 + 2del after a time delay 2del introduced by the
PC computer. The controllable time delay was in-
troduced to prevent #-mirror dynamics from influ-
encing metric measurement: 2del 3 1.52#, where
2# ' 2(!*0 is the # mirror’s characteristic response
time and *0 is resonance frequency.

"2$ When metric value J+
"n$ has been measured "at

t2 ' t1 + 2m, where 2m " 45 #s$, the computer board
activates on-chip generation of complementary per-
turbations /,1uj

"n$0 at moment t3. These perturba-
tions applied to the #-mirror array result in a
corresponding change in beam-quality metric J,

"n$ '
J!u1

"n$ , 1u1
"n$, . . . , uN

"n$ , 1uN
"n$%.

"3$ After the computer introduces time delay 2del,
the perturbed beam-quality metric value J,

"n$ is mea-
sured and digitized. In the timing diagram in Fig. 8
this measurement corresponds to moment t4 ' t3 +
2del. After the measurement "at time t5 ' t4 + 2m$,
perturbation voltages are deactivated.

"4$ Using perturbed beam-quality metric values
J+

"n$ and J,
"n$, the computer calculates the following

quantities: metric perturbation, 1J"n$ ' J+
"n$ , J,

"n$;
averaged metric, J"n$ ' 1⁄2 !J+

"n$ + J,
"n$%; sign!1J"n$%;

and the product of 41J"n$, where 4 is a predefined
upgrade coefficient. With a 400-MHz PC the time
required for these calculations, 2cal, is less than 0.1
#s. Parameter 4 controls the update rate and the
optimization mode of the performance metric: Pos-
itive 4 corresponds to metric maximization; negative,
to metric minimization. The product 4 1J"n$ is used
to generate the update pulse 2up ' 4#1J"n$#5tc applied
to the VLSI chip input, where 5tc is the duration of
the clock pulses. In the feedback control system de-
scribed here, 5tc " 1.0 #s.

The control-voltage update phase starts at time t6
and lasts a duration of 2up "typically 2up varies from
5tc to 255tc$. During this time the VLSI controller
computes updated control-output voltages according
to the following gradient descent procedure:

uj
"n+1$ ! uj

"n$ " 46#1J"n$#sign!1J"n$%sign!1uj
"n$%, (1)

where 46 is a constant that is proportional to 4. Us-
ing the AdOpt system, one can obtain the output-
voltage change for each control channel !the second
term in Eq. "1$% by charging–discharging a set of
on-chip capacitors during the update time 2up '
4#1J"n$#5tc. The value sign!1J"n$% is supplied to the
chip input through the PC board, and the values
sign!1uj

"n$% are stored on-chip.
With the use of a 1.0-MHz external-clock generator

and two analog–digital input–output boards "Com-
puterBoards CIO-DAS1602!12$, one iteration of the
control-voltages update required 2it 3 160 #s "in the
absence of the computer-introduced time delay 2del$.
Using commercially available fast analog–digital
converters, one can further decrease the time re-
quired for a single iteration to 2it 3 100 #s.

Fig. 8. Simplified timing diagrams for a single iteration cycle of
the AdOpt system: sequence of external clock signals supplied to
the AdOpt chips "top$, clock signals used for beam-quality metric
measurements "middle$, corresponding sequence of changes in
beam-quality metric J "bottom$.
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4. Self-Induced Phase-Distortion Compensation

A. Characterization of Adaptive-System Performance

Adaptive-system performance was characterized by
the self-induced aberration-compensation technique
described in Refs. 15 and 16. In this method random
phase distortions are introduced by an adaptive sys-
tem as a result of minimization of the beam-quality
metric. For statistical analysis of system operation
we used a large number M of consecutively repeated
adaptation trials "typically M ' 500$. Each adapta-
tion trial included a sequence of Nit ' 4096 iteration
steps n "control-voltage updates$ executed by the
AdOpt system "n ' 1, . . . , Nit$. During the first
2048 iteration steps the update parameter 4 set by
the computer was negative, which corresponded to
minimization of the beam-quality metric. This ad-
aptation mode was used to generate random phase
distortions that resulted in a highly distorted laser
beam intensity distribution in the plane of the pho-
todetector. At the iteration n ' "1⁄2Nit + 1$ ' 2049
the sign of update parameter 4, and hence the adap-
tation mode, was changed. At this second phase of
the adaptation trial "from n ' 2049 to n ' 4096$ the
adaptive system maximized the beam-quality met-
ric such that the laser beam’s power was concen-
trated inside the pinhole. At each iteration the
measured perturbed beam-quality metric values
J+

"n$ and J,
"n$ were averaged: J"n$ ' !J+

"n$ + J,
"n$%!2.

The metric values /J"n$0 "n ' 1, . . . , 4096$ as well as
the metric perturbation values /1J"n$0 were stored in
computer memory. The complete set of data used
for statistical analysis of adaptive-system perfor-
mance included metric values /J"n$0 and /1J"n$0 col-
lected for M consecutively repeated adaptation trials.

B. Convergence Rate and Adaptation Speed

An example of typical dependence of metric J on it-
eration number n "adaptation evolution curve$ ob-
tained during a single minimization–maximization
trial is shown in Fig. 9"a$ for the closed-loop system
with the BUtt mirror. Note that the optimization
mode "sign of the update coefficient 4$ was changed
from metric maximization to minimization at n ' 1
and vice versa at n ' 2049. The iteration number n '
0 corresponds to the last iteration of the previous trial
"n ' 4096$. The adaptation evolution curve 7J"n$8
averaged over all 500 trials is presented in Fig. 9"b$.
From the evolution curve 7J"n$8 one can estimate an
adaptation convergence rate, defined here as the av-
erage number of iterations nc

max "or nc
min$ required for

achieving 80% of the maximum "minimum$ level of the
beam-quality metric. From the adaptation evolution
curve in Fig. 9"b$, the convergence rate is approxi-
mately nc

max 3 60 iterations for metric maximization
and nc

min 3 140 iterations for metric minimization.
The difference in adaptation rates "beam-quality

metric maximization occurs on average twice as fast
as metric minimization$ is due to two major factors.
The first is the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio that
occurs during metric minimization, which slows
down the adaptation process. The second factor is

the existence of a large number of local minima such
that the adaptive system may be trapped during the
minimization process. This problem is discussed in
Subsection 4.C below.

The characteristic adaptation time 2ad is the prod-
uct of convergence rate nc

max and time 2it required for
a single iteration of control-voltage update "2it is de-
pendent on time delay 2del introduced by the comput-
er$: 2ad ' nc

max 2it. In the experiments with
different # mirrors, we used the minimum possible
time-delay value 2del for each mirror that still en-
sured stable adaptation. This minimal time-delay
value depended on the # mirror’s frequency band-
width. For the fastest "BUtt$ mirror this time delay
was set to zero. The averaged adaptation evolution
curves 7J"t$8 for the system with BUtt, MOz, and MOs
are presented in Fig. 10 as functions of physical time
t. The shortest adaptation time 2ad "310 ms$ was
achieved with the BUtt mirror array. The limiting
factor for the BUtt mirror was not the mirror’s me-
chanical bandwidth "310 kHz$ but the speed of the
computer boards. For the MOz and MOs mirrors the
adaptation time was limited by mechanical reso-
nance of the mirror actuators, with 2ad 3 105–120 ms
for both MO mirrors "see the resonance curves in Fig.
5$. The photos in Fig. 10 show intensity distribu-
tions in the focal plane "plane of the pinhole in Fig. 6$
obtained in the adaptive system with an MOs mirror
array. Metric minimization typically led to the ap-
pearance of a dark spot in the pinhole, as shown in
Fig. 10 "left photo$, whereas metric maximization al-
ways resulted in laser beam concentration in the pin-

Fig. 9. Experimental results of self-induced phase-distortion
compensation in an adaptive system with the BUtt mirror: adap-
tation evolution curves for optimization of the beam-quality metric
"a$ for a single trial and "b$ after averaging over 500 trials. Pho-
tographs correspond to focal-plane intensity distributions at the
end of minimization "left$ and maximization "right$. The transi-
tion process ")60 iteration long$ is shown in "b$ as an inset.
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hole area !Fig. 10 "right photo$%. Note that the
estimated adaptation time 2ad represents the rather
pessimistic situation when the adaptive system is
compensating for specially prepared temporally un-
correlated random phase distortions that correspond
to the most severe wave-front aberrations that can be
created with the # mirror.

C. Local Extrema

As one can learn from experiments, the adaptation
evolution curves do not always converge to the same
stationary state maximum or minimum that displays
the presence of local extrema of the beam-quality
metric as seen in Fig. 11. The existence of local
maxima is perhaps one of the most difficult problems
for adaptive wave-front control techniques based on
optimization of the system performance metric.14–16

The following problems should be addressed to re-

veal the potential negative effect of the local extrema
on adaptive-system performance: "1$ Origin of local
extrema and their dependence on type and resolution
of the adaptive mirror.

"2$ Frequency of occurrence "probability of occur-
rence$ of local extrema and the difference "distance$
between local and global metric values.

The origin of local maxima can be illustrated with
the single-element sensitivity curves presented in
Fig. 4. Assume that at some moment t all elements–
actuators of a # mirror are aligned properly, except a
single element !curve 2 in either Fig. 4"a$ or 4"b$%.
The state of this adaptive system corresponds to point
A on the sensitivity curve in Fig. 4. Maximization of
the beam-quality metric with a gradient ascent tech-
nique will result in the system’s transitioning to the
state that corresponds to the closest local maximum
"point A6 in Fig. 4$. For a tip-tilt mirror !Fig. 4"b$%
the metric value "Strehl ratio$ at the local maximum
is significantly less than at the global maximum "per-
fectly adjusted system$. For a piston-type mirror
!Fig. 4"a$% the situation is different. The Strehl ratio
at the local maximum has almost the same value as
at the global maximum. For a perfect piston-type
mirror, not all local maxima are distinguished. This
situation corresponds to 2(-degenerate local maxima
that have the same "optimal$ Strehl ratio St values.
Degeneracy of the local maxima is absent for tip-tilt
and continuously deformable surface mirrors.

One can decrease the effects of local maxima by
increasing the perturbation amplitudes /1uj

"n$0 ap-
plied to the mirror electrodes, by increasing update
coefficient 4, or both. In both cases the system has a
higher probability of not getting trapped in the vicin-
ity of the small-amplitude local maxima that compose
the majority of the total local maxima. The adapta-
tion process rather will converge to the global maxi-
mum or to a local maximum that corresponds to a
metric value that is only slightly different from the
global value. Increasing the perturbation ampli-
tude and the update coefficient, however, may cause
such negative effects as unwanted metric oscillation
in the vicinity of a maximum.

The problem of local maxima can be analyzed by
calculation of probability distribution p"J$ for beam-
quality metric J. The transition processes "from
metric maximization to minimization and vice versa$
may affect the accuracy of the calculated probability
distributions. To avoid this effect we estimated
probability distribution p"J$, using measured values
of beam-quality metric J"n$ for the last 1000 itera-
tions of metric maximization pmax"J$ and minimiza-
tion pmin"J$ collected from all 500 adaptation trials:
p"J$5J ' NJ!N0, where NJ is the number of cases
that correspond to the beam-quality metric that be-
longs to the range J # J 9 J + 5J and N0 is the entire
number of stored values of metric J. The minimal
metric interval used for data collection corresponded
to 5J ' Jmax!400 "Jmax ' max J$. Probability
curves for the beam-quality metric maximization and
minimization in Fig. 12"a$ display the presence of
local extrema only for the adaptive system with the

Fig. 10. Beam-quality metric evolution curves averaged over 500
maximization trials 7J"t$8 for the following #-mirror arrays: BUtt,
MOs, and MOz. Photographs show typical snapshots of focal-
plane intensity distributions for the MOs mirror at "left$ t ' 0 and
"right$ t ' 200 ms.

Fig. 11. Adaptation evolution curves for beam-quality metric "a$
minimization and "b$ maximization for a tip-tilt mirror array "BUtt$
adaptive system. Curves correspond to four adaptation trials.
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tip-tilt type BUtt mirror. The probabilities for these
local extrema are relatively small. As expected, the
probability distributions for the adaptive system with
the piston-type MOs mirror are unimodal: All local
extrema are 2( degenerate and have approximately
the same metric values. In the case of the tip-tilt-
type BUtt mirror, increasing the update coefficient
value 4 eliminated local states in the adaptive sys-
tem’s dynamics but at the expense of widening the
probability-density curves because of the increase in
metric oscillations that occurs in the vicinity of the
global maximum, as shown in Fig. 12"b$.

D. Control of Adaptation Rate: Change in Update
Coefficient through Learning
As we mentioned in Subsection 3.B, the system’s ad-
aptation rate depends on the value of update coeffi-
cient 4 that is externally supplied to the VLSI chips.
Thus the AdOpt control system architecture permits
on-the-fly "at each iteration$ control of the update
coefficient. For control of coefficient 4 the following
information was available: the perturbed beam-
quality metric values J+

"n$ and J,
"n$ measured at each

iteration and the calculated difference "metric per-
turbation$ 1J"n$ ' J+

"n$ , J,
"n$. In the experiments

described below we also performed at each iteration
an additional measurement of the unperturbed met-
ric value J"n$ and calculated two additional metric
perturbations: 5J+

"n$ ' J+
"n$ , J"n$ and 5J,

"n$ ' J,
"n$ ,

J"n$. The measurement of J"n$ lasted )25 #s. In
the absence of the introduced time delay 2del this
additional measurement resulted in a nearly 15%
increase in the time 2it required for a single iteration.
A portion of the obtained data was saved in computer
memory, thus permitting the use of data from previ-
ous l ' 1, . . . , L iterations "control with L-step-long

memory$. With a 400-MHz PC computer the addi-
tional time required for the calculations and data
storage was less then 1.5 #s and can be neglected.
The question is how to use this available information
to control the update coefficient.

First, consider the dependence of the adaptation
process’s convergence rate nc

max "number of itera-
tions required to reach 80% of the beam-quality met-
ric’s maximum value$ on the update coefficient 4 as
presented in Fig. 13. As expected, an increase in 4
resulted in acceleration of the convergence speed of
the adaptation "nc

max decrease$. However, decreas-
ing nc

max increased the normalized standard devia-
tion of beam-quality metric fluctuations, defined as
:! J ' 0.001 ¥n'3097

4096 /7!"J"n$ , 7J"n$8%281!2!7J"n$80.
Standard deviation :! J included averaging over the
last 1000 iterations of each optimization trial. The
values :! J obtained in the experiment are shown in
parentheses in Fig. 13. Increasing 4 is advanta-
geous only during the transition phase of the adap-
tation process and is unfavorable when the adaptive
system is near the extremum.

It follows that adaptive control should provide for
an automatic increase in the update coefficient dur-
ing the transition phase and for a decrease otherwise.
The problem is to determine the current phase of the
adaptation process "transition, near minimum, near
maximum$ and use this information for iterative
change of the upgrade coefficient. We used the fol-
lowing three quantities "indicators$ H"n$ to identify
phase in the adaptation process:

H1
"n$ ! #sign!5J+

"n$% $ sign!5J,
"n$% #,

H2
"n$ ! #1J"n$#,

H3
"n$ ! ;

l'1

L

#J"n$ $ J"n,l $#. (2)

Fig. 12. Probability-density distributions of beam-quality metrics
pmax and pmin obtained during 500 adaptation trials: "a$ adaptive
system with the MOs and BUtt # mirrors and fixed update coeffi-
cient 4 ' 60 and "b$ probability distribution pmax for the adaptive
system with the BUtt # mirror for three values of the update
coefficient 4. Beam-quality metric J is normalized by its maxi-
mum value Jmax.

Fig. 13. Convergence rate nc
max of the adaptation process relative

to update coefficient 4 for maximization of the beam-quality metric
in an adaptive system with the BUtt mirror. The metric fluctua-
tion level is characterized by the normalized standard-deviation
values :! J shown in parentheses. The diamond represents results
obtained in the system with a change in the adaptive update
coefficient. The fluctuation level in the system without adapta-
tion was near 0.01.
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It is easy to see that at the transition phase all H"n$

indicators have higher values "on average$ than the
corresponding values for adaptive-system operation
near an extremum. The length of memory L in Eqs.
"2$ should be less than the typical convergence rate
nc

max of the adaptation process. In the experiments
we used L ' 5. To decrease the influence of noise we
averaged the quantities in Eqs. "2$ over a few itera-
tions M1 ' 5:

H! i
"n$ !

1
M1

;
m'0

M1

Hi
"n,m$, i ! 1, 2, 3. (3)

For a better understanding of the iterative algorithm
used for update coefficient control, consider its
continuous-time analog:

2
d4

dt
! "40 $ 4$ " ε0H! "t$, (4)

where H! "t$ ' H! 1"t$H! 2"t$H! 3"t$ and 2, 40, and ε0 are
constants "algorithm parameters$. In Eq. "4$, con-
tinuous time t is used instead of iteration number n.
The introduced function H! "t$ is the product of all
three indicators defined in Eq. "3$. For adaptive-
system operation near an extremum "maximum or
minimum$ the function H! 1 vanishes because in the
absence of noise the perturbations 5J+

"n$ and 5J,
"n$

have the same sign and their difference "the function
on which H! 1 depends$ is zero. Correspondingly, up-
date coefficient 4 in Eq. "4$ approaches the constant
value 40. At the transition phase the indicator func-
tion H! "t$ is positive and increases with increase of the
transition process slope. In the accordance with Eq.
"4$ this procedure creates an increase in update coef-
ficient 4. The dynamic process of Eq. "4$ represents
a kind of learning rule that is reminiscent of
continuous-type equations in neural network models
for changes in weight coefficient through learning
"called long-term memory traces$.20

The following discrete analog of control algorithm
"5$ was used in the experiments to control the update
coefficient during the adaptation process:

4"n+1$ ! 4"n$ " <!40 $ 4"n$% " εH! 1
"n$H! 2

"n$H! 3
"n$, (5)

where < and ε are coefficients "in the experiments we
used 40 ' 180, < ' 0.9, and ε' 1500$. Results of the
adaptation with the adaptive-update coefficient
change through learning are shown in Fig. 14. The
averaged adaptation evolution curve 7J"t$8 for the sys-
tem with the BUtt mirror is compared in Fig. 14"a$
with the evolution curve that corresponds to constant
update coefficient 4 ' 40. The dynamics of the up-
date coefficient 74"t$8 averaged over all adaptation
trials are shown in Fig. 14"b$. During the transition
stage, 4 increased )5.8 times compared with the ini-
tial value 40. One can estimate the gain in the con-
vergence speed of the adaptation process by
comparing the characteristic adaptation times 2ad
and 2ad

"4$ shown in Fig. 14"a$ for the system with con-
stant "2ad$ and adaptive 4 !2ad

"4$% times. The measured
ratio 2ad!2ad

"4$ indicates a 1.5 increase in the adaptation

speed. The convergence rate that corresponds to the
system with adaptive 4 is labeled with a diamond in
Fig. 13. As the related number in parentheses in
Fig. 13 indicates, improvement in the convergence
rate was obtained without an increase of the metric
scintillation amplitude.

5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated microscale adaptive-optics
systems formed by combining recently developed mi-
cromachined mirror arrays with a VLSI stochastic
parallel gradient descent controller. A record adap-
tation rate of 6000 iterations!s was achieved with the
Boston University mirror array. This system re-
quired the use of external amplifiers. We also dem-
onstrated a microscale adaptive system by directly
interfacing the low-voltage #-mirror array from
MEMS Optical, Inc., with the VLSI controller. The
adaptive systems considered here with both tip-tilt-
and piston-type micromachined mirrors arrays have
demonstrated efficient compensation for self-induced
wave-front phase distortions.

The MEMS–VLSI-based wave-front control tech-
nique presented here has several attractive features,
as follows:

"1$ Adaptive optics based on the model-free optimi-
zation wave-front control technique do not require
either a wave-front sensor or computationally expen-
sive wave-front reconstruction hardware. Thus the
development of compact, low-power, and inexpensive
adaptive systems composed solely of microscale com-
ponents is facilitated. In this respect the further
development of lower-voltage #-mirror arrays di-
rectly driven by a VLSI controller as well as the in-
tegration of high-voltage amplifiers onto a #-mirror

Fig. 14. Adaptive system with a change in the adaptive update
parameter through learning rule "4$: "a$ beam-quality metric evo-
lution curve averaged over 1000 trials and "b$ corresponding evo-
lution curve for update coefficient 4. The value 40 ' 180 was used
in the experiments, with fixed 4.
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chip are important directions for further research for
microscale adaptive optics.

"2$ Micromachined mirror arrays with multi-
kilohertz operational bandwidths are capable of
performing tens of thousands of iterations per sec-
ond. This is exactly what iteration-hungry, model-
free optimization-based adaptive optics needs for
compensation of quickly changing atmospheric-
turbulence-induced wave-front aberrations. As we
have demonstrated, the convergence rate of the ad-
aptation process can also be increased by incorpo-
ration of an additional long-term memory learning
feedback loop.

"3$ Both the micromachined mirror arrays and the
VLSI stochastic gradient descent controller are scal-
able microscale components that facilitate the devel-
opment of high-resolution adaptive systems with
thousands of wave-front phase-control channels. A
potential obstacle to this development is the so-called
wiring problem. The ability to control mirror ele-
ments in parallel is the major advantage of the sto-
chastic gradient optimization technique and should
be preserved during a transition to high-resolution
adaptive systems. Possible solutions of the wiring
problem are on-chip integration of the VLSI control-
ler with #-mirror arrays and flip-chip bonding of
#-mirror and VLSI controller chips.
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